Join the GA4GH Onboarding Program!

The Onboarding Program connects Newcomers with Work Stream Guides to help orient and welcome new contributors to the GA4GH community!

Newcomers + Work Stream Guides

The experience begins with a one-on-one meeting between a newcomer and an active member of a GA4GH Work Stream. After this meeting, the newcomer will:

- Be provided with resources to help orient themselves
- Be accompanied by their Work Stream Guide to upcoming Work Stream meetings
- Have a point-of-contact if they have any questions

"I was able to gather the information about the GA4GH, where to look for different information and which projects I have an interest in. The mentor/guide from the work-stream was very welcoming and really helpful."

- GA4GH Newcomer

To learn more and participate in this program, contact neerjah.skantharajah@ga4gh.org